Interaction of unfused tricyclic aromatic cations with DNA: a new class of intercalators.
Unfused tricyclic aromatic ring systems 1-6 with one or two cationic side chains have been synthesized and their interactions with DNA and synthetic polymers probed with a variety of techniques. Molecular mechanics calculations indicate that the torsional angle between ring planes in the minimum energy conformation of the tricyclic molecules can range from 0 degree to as high as 50 degrees depending on the type of rings and substituents. Viscometric titrations with linear and supercoiled DNA, linear dichroism, and NMR studies indicated that all compounds with torsional angles of approximately 20 degrees or less bind to DNA by intercalation. The more highly twisted intercalators caused significant perturbation of DNA structure. Unfused intercalators with twist angles of approximately 20 degrees have reduced binding constants, suggesting that they could not form an optimum interaction with the DNA base pairs. Unfused intercalators with twist less than 20 degrees formed strong complexes with DNA. The structures of these unfused intercalators are more analogous to typical groove-binding molecules, and an analysis of their interaction with DNA provides a better understanding of the subtle differences between intercalation and groove-binding modes for aromatic cations. The results indicate that intercalation and groove-binding modes should be viewed as two potential wells on a continuous energy surface. The results also suggest design strategies for intercalators that can optimally complement DNA base pair propeller twist or that can induce bends in DNA at the intercalation site.